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Abstract 

-4 preliminary design for a B-factory has been made using 

asymmetric collisions between positrons in the PEP storage ring 

aud rlcctrous iu a uen-. low-rncrgy ring. Thr design utilizes 

snlall-itl”~rtur~. 1-‘crxrlarlcnt-rnngnet quadrupoles close to the in- 

trraction point (IP). Optimization of optical and beam param- 

pters at thr IP will be discussed. as ~~11 a~ the lattice design of 

thr- iut~rxction rcgiou and of the rings. 

Introduction 

To create large numbers of B-mesons in a way to facilitate sep- 

aration of the t,wo B-mesons created, an interesting possibility is 

to mskc electrou positron collisions at unequal energies between 

an existing storage ring, such as PEP, and a new lower-energy 

ring. Collisions between unequal energy beams complicates the 

choice of interaction point parameters; however, if one makes a 

few plausible assumptions. such as complete beam overlap and 

equal beaui-bram tune shifts. the situation is greatly simplified, 

.4fter a few basic parameters are chosen, such as the energies, 

clureuts and t,hr lowest 9-function value at the IP, most other 

parameters follow, including the luminosity. 

Based on known properties and limitations of PEP, reasonable 

assumptious on the low-energy ring, and the above considera- 

tions on beam parameters. a preliminary design for a 12 GeV x 

,2 GcV B-factory has been made. called Apiary I. 1’1 This design, 

which will bc described here. gives the rather modest luminosity 

of 0.5 x 10”” cm-‘see- r. .4 major limitation was the power that 

can be absorbed by the PEP vacuum chamber. By going to a 

more symmc~trical system such as 9 Gel’ x 3 GeV, it may be 

possible to go to almost a factor of four higher luminosity. -4 

cousist,ant set of IT’ parameters of this type will be given. A 

dcsigu study based on this second set of parameters is now in 

progrws. 

Interaction Point Parameters 

The clloicc of beam paramctcrs is basrd on the following sin- 

plifying asslunptions: 

l The hori~outal and vc’rtical beau-beam tune shifts of both 

beams should he equal to a sirigle specified value, [. 

l The bcam~ should exactly roiucitlc~ at the IP. 

From thrsc asstunptions three importaut relations between the 

cncrgy. iutrnsity. emittancc and ;I-fuuctiori values can be de- 

rivccl, and cxl)lic.it expressions for eruittauce and luminosity 01)~ 

t aincd 

Eq~unl brnm.u 

The first assumption gives a relation hctwrrn thr horizontal and 

vertical ,j-function and rmittanrc vahlcs. If tht, beams are iden- 

tic-al the time shifts arc 

* ‘1 IllC H.ork Ih sll”““‘ttd 1,) t1w 1. s. I)rpartl,lent of Enprgy under c*ntrac: 

ntr l)r-.\('U;1~7iiSt'1100HR 

Au, = 
reB,iV 

2TYG(U, + uy) 

where rc is the classical electron radius, ,V the number of parti- 

cles per bunch, y the relativistic energy, i = Z, y and g, = aI, 

(at the IP). Equating the tune shifts:. Av, = Auy, gives the first 

rule: 

$,/P, = EJE, = uy/uz = r. 

where r is a constant. 

Unequal beam.3 

(1) 

Two unequal beams, designated by superscripts j = 1,2, have 

beam sizes u;’ = Setting 0,’ = 0: gives the second rule: 

/3,‘/0” = c,“/c,’ = b. (21 

where i = x. y and b is a second constant. The tune shifts are 

given by 

Av; = 
r&N” 

27ryJa~(a~ + uy”)’ 

where j = 1,2; k = 2,l. Equating the four tune shifts, 

Au: = A$ = <, i = 5, y, gives the third rule: 

(31 

Emiltnnce 

b = ,d!/$; = (?‘/?“) (+V’/N*). 

An explicit formula for emittanct is obtained from thr t,uur-shift 

formula and replacement of cr,” by crf : 

E’ = 
r vk e: 

z 27r<yq 1 + r.)’ 
E; = 7-e; 

Luminosity 

The luminosity for equal beam sizes is given by 

L = cx’N”/4TS~a,oy. where Sfj is the bunch spacing. Suh- 

stituting cr,crv = ,&E,, using the above emittancr formula. and 

replacing ,li by the current I = cc.l;/S~. we get 

Lc((l+r) zy ‘.z 
--K 2er, c > 

= 2.167~ 103*<(1 + r.)( IE/d,)‘s” cm-‘se,-r (5) 

where I is in Amperes, E in Ge\‘, and &, in cm. 

The above relations have been obtained independently by a 

group at DE%. 1” They can be used to produce self-consistant 

sets of parameters: but which ones should be chosen and which 

ones derived is somewhat arbitrary. The approach here is to pick 

the energies, current,s, aspect ratio P, and ,9, of the low energy 

beam. 
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Figure 1. Interaction region of Apiary I B-Factory design. 

Apiary I 

P ararneters 
-4 first attempt at a complete design was made with PEP at 
12 GeV and the low-energy ring at 2 GeV. The current in PEP, 
0.267 A was based on the power deposition on the vacuum cham- 
ber wall: that in the 2 GeV ring was taken to be twice as high, 
since this was within the range of existing rings such as the 
NSLS VUV ring and BESSY. Since the PEP bunch length is 
about 2 cm, we set ,$, for the 2 GeV ring to 2.5 cm, and then 
took an asp& ratio r = 0.1, in accord with normal PEP oper- 
ation. The tune shift limit was set at 4 = 0.03, since that value 
had bcrn achieved in PEP. With these choices, the relations of 
thr previolls se&on yield the pa.rameters of Table I. This table 
also includes a few ot,hcr paramctcrs, sum 11 as thr bunch spacing, 
which was chosen partly in view of the length needed to separate 
the two beams. 

Tablr I APIARY I Parwmtrrc 

-____. 
Beam I J3e.m 2 

Encrgv E 12. 2. Ge\ 

Bunch sparq srl 27 2 22 m 

Particlqbunch ,Y, 1.51X10” 3.02X10” 

CUrrent I 0 26i 0.535 A 

Eni,ttan~~j c. 0.1a3 0.315 Pm 
(I n.llln~ 0.0315 Pm 

&fu”m”“s al IP ,i; i6.2 25.4 Cm 

4 7.62 4.M cm 

Disprrwn at IF 'I' 0 0. m 

Beam brm, tune sh>fr3 Au, 0 a5 0.05 
Au, 0 05 0.05 

L”nwKn,ry L 05XlOJ’ rm-?s-l 

Circ”mfrrrncr “aft 2200 163. m 

- 

Lattice 
A schematic diagram of the interaction region is shown in Figure 
1. ‘The beams collide head-on at the IP in a beam pipe of about 

1 cm radius, to allow the detect,ors to be as close as possible. 
After transversing a 30 cm drift space, the beams go through 
a triplet of permanent-magnet qu”drupoles that focus the low- 
energy beam to zero slope and minimize its size there. After 
the triplet the two beams go through a 2 m long low-fieid dipole 
that begins to separate the beams. It is followed by a septum 
magnet that acts on the low-energy beam only and completes 
the srparation. A simpler alternative is to replace the septum by 
a strong dipole acting on both beams; however, this might not 

be frasiblc due to synchrotron radiat,ion from the high entrgy 
beam. 

The complete optics of the 2 GeV ring is shown in Figurr 2. 
After the dipole and septum magnet, a quadrupole triplet and 
a doublet match the beams into the arc. The complete ring has 
a racetrack shape, with two semicircular arcs and two straight 
sections. The number of cells and their phase advances were 
chosen to achieve the design emittance. 

Figure 3 shows a half sextant of the superperiod that contains 
the B-factory interaction region. ilfter the t,riplet and low-&Id 
bend common t,o bot,h brams, thr rrst of the IR is similar to that 
used now in PEP. The arc cells arp tuned to produce the design 
ernittancc. the main triplet and the first few arc quadrupoles 
match the beam between the IP and the arc. 
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Beam current limitations 

The Apiary I parameters have been examined briefly for pos- 

sible beam current limitat,ions by use of the ZAP program. [31 

Single-BTmch Thresholds 
Single-hunch limitations arise from the longitudinal microwave 
and transverse mode-coupling instabilities. The former insta- 
bility does not cause beam loss but could lead to a decrease in 
luminosity through bunch lengthening. In contrast, the mode- 
coupling t,hrrshold is a hard limit. For PEP, we take IZ/rzl = 3fi 
for the microwave instability and the same value, scaled to 2 I, 
for mode coupling. This value is roughly compatible with ex- 

prrimrntal results for both phenomena. [41 

At 12 Ge!‘, WP expect the single-bunch current of 3.3 mA to 
be bt>low the microwave threshold, so the rms bunch length will 
remain at its natural value, i.e., below 2 cm. The mode-coupling 
should not he a problem since the observed threshold in PEP at 

14 GrV ranges from 8 to 14 ~rlA.[~’ 

For the, iow-energy ring, assuming an impedance (including 
that from the RF) of 1.75 ohms, bunch lengthening about 10% 
beyond the natural value is expected, but this will not jeopardize 

the luminosity. Furthermore, transverse mode coupling should 
not be a problem. In the .4LS. a similar ring, the calculated 
limit is 44 mA per bunch. 

Lifetime 
For PEP. the high beam energy makes the Touschek scatt,ering 
procc’ss unimportant. For the low energy ring. the Touschck 
lifetime is estimated to br more than 10 hours. 

%‘akcfitAldi induced by a circulating electron or positron beam 

in high-Q resonant structures. i.e., the RF cavities, can couple 
different hunches and induce unstable motion either longitudi- 
nally or transversctly. For electron storage rings having high 
beam currents and short bunches, the growth rates can be quite 
fast well beyond that of the counteracting radiation damp- 
ing process. Estimates have been made for both rings, based on 
a\xilable information on the PEP RF cavity higher-order modes. 
It is assumed that the present RF frequency of PEP, 353 Mhz, 

will be used in the two rings.[61 

For PEP the predicted growth times for the longitudinal case 
are below 0.1 ms for the fastest-growing dipole (a=l) modes, 
Transverse growth is somewhat slower. 0.1-l ms for the fastest- 
growing rigid dipole (a=O) modes. Both rates far exceed the 
radiation damping rates (about 8 ms and 16 ms for the longitu- 
dinal and transverse planf-s. respectively). Thus. some combina- 
tion of mode damping, feedback and/or a modified RF system 
is clearly called for. 

In the low energy ring where thrre are fewer bunches and 
rrnlck~ less RF hardware is required the story is sirnilar but 
1(‘s:, +rverc. I’rcdictcd growth times in this case, based on PEP- 
likr RF high~~r-order modes, arc about I ms for t,he longitudinal 
instability (a-1 ) and about, 10 ms for the transverse instability 
(a=()). It is likely that growth times on this order could be easily 
controlled with a suitable combination of feedback and damping. 

Future possibilities 

It is int,rnded to serk a path to even higher luminosity. A 
large step can be made by reducing the energy asymmetry from 
12 GeV x 2 GeV to 9 GeV x 3 GeV. The reduced separation 

of the decay B-mesons should be acceptable. The luminosity 
can then be significantly improved, mainly because the current 
in PEP can be increased a factor of three without exceeding the 
vacuum chamber wall-heating limit. With round rather than 
flat beams one can seek to exploit the (1 + r) factor in the lum- 
nosity formula (5). The round beams may cause an increase of 
the peak /?-function value in PEP. However the .4piary I value is 
lower than present PEP operational values. Furthermore, by re- 
tuning the other five IRS, the present chromaticity can probobly 
be maintained. Parameters bxsed on these considerations, which 
are being used in a new design study, are shown in Table II: 

Table II ProIxw’i IICW PEP B-farrury parn~,,rtrr, 

--t ----- -. 
Bern I. BfWll ? 

Energy E 9. 3. CL.\. 

Bunch spa ing SIJ 13.6 13B 111 

Particles ,wr hunch ,v* “.4X10” 2 4x10” 

CUrWIlt I U.S.5 OS:, h 

EY,,itt;W,Ct\ Cr 0061 0.153 &I.. 
if O.OGl 0.183 pm 

9-fum-i,mr nt IP ,3; 9 3. 1’11, 
3; 3 3 GO11 

DIS~PCCIOII at II’ ‘I’ 0 I1 lil 

Beam-lr~m tuiw ahtfts AU, II 05 0 05 
At, , 0 02 0.03 

Ll,ni,*U,.lt) L 1.8.%x 10” TL-:.- 

Cirrunikrwm ?ri! ?500 209 1,. 

Further improvements require hardware changes, such as mod- 
ifying the vacuum chamber and lowering the impedence from 

the RF. Further improvements require hardware changes, such 
as modifying the vacuum chamber and lowering the impeddmce 
from the RF. It should be noted that Porter has used a similar 
energy asymmetry in his parameter study. i71 
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